
A/B Testing
Case Study

o p t i m i z i n g  y o u r  l a n d i n g  p a g e s
f o r  b e t t e r  c o n v e r s i o n s



What is
A/B Testing?
A/B testing is essentially applying the scientific 

method to business. In A/B testing, two or more 

versions of a variable (in this case, a landing page 

being used with Google Ad Campaigns) are shown 

to different segments of your audience at the same 

time to determine which version leaves the

maximum impact and drivesbusiness metrics.

We A/B test everything f rom the subject

lines of your marketing emails to the grade of 

lumber used in building houses.

This case study will examine steady conversion 

increases stemming f rom A/B Testing that we

used on landing pages for three different practices.

This case study contains 
real data taken f rom 

actual campaigns that 
we launched in 2022.

Why use
A/B Testing?

You have no idea what your customers want 

until you give them something to try.

It’s great to interview your customers and 

conduct focus groups, but that usually just 

highlights problems with your product.

A/B testing will pressure test your solutions 

and tell you what customers actually want.



We set up landing pages for select clients with these specific changes published. We tracked the performance of

these landing pages with changes made, and compared them to the same landing pages with no changes implemented.

Our
Implementation

Statistics were 
added, including 
the # of patients 

seen, years in
practice, and the 
average rating.

A security notice 
stating “we will not 
share your informa-
tion” was added to 
form submissions.

Altered the text in 
call to actions to 

feel more inviting.



We set up landing pages for select clients with these specific changes published. We tracked the performance of

these landing pages with changes made, and compared them to the same landing pages with no changes implemented.

Our
Implementation

Emphasized key 
points of customer 
testimonials using 

bold text.

Added section that 
explains the patient 

experience.
Elaborated anytime 
the practice being 

“Top Rated” or 
“Award Winning” 
was mentioned.

Added a pop-up 
that asks the viewer 

why they didn’t 
schedule an 

appointment.



We evaluated the performance of three separate landing pages & implemented 
the changes that our team of marketing experts reccomended.

Below is a look at some of the engagements that resulted in a
conversion rate increase of 13.2%  for Excel Home Rehab.

Our
Results
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Similar results can be found across all three landing 
pages that we implemented these changes on.

Our
Results

Subject #2

Subject #3



In Closing
Using A/B testing made it clear that the changes 

we made to our clients landing pages resulted in 

a positive impact across the board.

All three subjects recieved an increase in

conversions within the three months of testing 

that we performed the A/B test.
Want to speak 

to the experts?
Unleash Marketing helps medical & dental 

practices see more new patients with 
affordable Internet marketing that actual-

ly works, and no long-term contracts.

We'll help you dominate your competi-
tors and create a predictable, scaleable 

flow of new patient appointments.

www.unleashmarketing.com
732-749-8548
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